we ask the United Nations and other international organisations and journalists to assist in the liberation of Crimea from the aggressor!

Many Western politicians and Ukraine do not officially recognize that on the territory of the Ukrainian there is a state of war, with thousands of dead soldiers from both the Russian Federation and Ukraine, as well as thousands of Ukrainian civilians.

We have seen such examples in history when on the territory of Chechnya of the Russian Federation there was declared an anti-terrorist operation against the whole nation along ethnic lines. The victims of the so-called "ATO" in Chechnya were about 400 thousand. Of those killed more than 40 thousand were children. The same thing is happening now in Ukraine. This is war. Tens of thousands of Russian soldiers and thousands of pieces of military equipment of Russia invaded the territory of Ukraine.

Russia has violated the UN Charter, thereby endangering peace throughout the world, with consequences for all peoples!

According to the Charter of the United Nations, 'To maintain international peace and security and the development of friendly relations and cooperation among states are among the main objectives of the United Nations'.

we Crimean Tatars and Ukrainians call on the UN to insist that the Russian Federation cease to violate international law on the principle of sovereign equality of States. We ask the UN to remind the Russian Federation on the principles of international law. Territorial integrity and political independence of the State are inviolable. Principles of the Charter embodied in the Declaration of the United Nations are the basic principles of international law which must be followed all States and must be guided by these principles in their international activities and develop their mutual relations on the basis of strict observance of these principles.

We Crimean Tatars, Ukrainians and other nationalities living in Crimea today were held hostage by the occupation of the Crimea by the Russian armed forces. We are witnesses of the occupation, it was as follows. I was captured by the Supreme Council and the Ministry of Crimea. Periodically the Internet connection disappeared, electricity was turned off, the main entrances and exits from the Crimea were blocked and air space over the Crimea was closed resulting in no air traffic or at least only sporadically.

On the 24th of April 2014 there was a meeting of the Supreme Council of Crimea, where the previously elected members of the government had been illegally dismissed and new members of the government of the Crimea were elected.

Representatives of the party "Russian Unity" took control of the police and the armed forces of the Crimea, using overt support of the Russian Federation with the direct collusion with which realized the military occupation of Crimea by Russian troops and the FSB covert war. In this view of the Crimean Tatars, the indigenous inhabitants of the Crimea and other residents are not taken into account at all. Working facilities and all other broadcasting media were captured and stopped.

After the illegal occupation of the Crimean peninsula by the Russian Federation the universities on the basis of established academies, which are part of the only university in the entire peninsula have been completely eliminated over the last year. The consequence of this is that all educational institutions have lost international qualification. Diplomas of higher education institutions are only recognized on the territory of the Russian Federation. There are Job losses and forced lay off of employees which directly violates the rights as employees of universities and students. For example, the Crimean State Medical University with an enrollment of foreign students who had paid tuition fees under the contract; actually left without diplomas and suffered financial and moral losses. On the territory of Crimean occupation authorities carried out the so-called "nationalization" of private property, destroying small and medium sized businesses. The FSB is replacing indigenous people with their own people who came from the Russian Federation in all government agencies (the police, armed forces, medicine, education, social services, etc.). In doing so, forcing people to leave the peninsula. This new way of deportation has been developed by the special services of the Russian Federation.

Under the direct control of the FSB, the indigenous people of Crimea are being destroyed - Crimean Tatars. On the territory of Crimea organized illegal armed groups, which under the guise of Russian security services are engaged in terror of the Crimean Tatar people. The areas densely populated by the Crimean Tatars are surrounded by armed men arriving by KAMAZ, under the leadership of the FSB.

Strona 1
The masked people do not provide identity documents or permits to search, burst into the apartment and houses of worship of Muslims. They conduct searches and confiscate all Crimean Tatar literature, including the Koran. In schools children are forbidden to speak their native language and in the streets Crimean Tatars are prohibited from speaking their own language. Symbols, culture and national traditions of the Crimean Tatar people are prohibited and destroyed. Crimean Tatar organization "Mili Mejlis"; there is growing evidence of violations of human rights by Russian troops and the FSB in the occupied Crimean peninsula, also has additional information about human rights violations of the leaders of the Crimean Tatar people Mustafa Cemil and Refat Chubarov, human rights activists and journalists.
We Ukrainian and Crimean Tatar people kindly ask for help according to the UN Charter and international law.
Translation of the posters. 1) We ask the United Nations to cooperate to release political prisoners from Ukraine!
2) There is no place in the UN for Russian occupants. Putin sponsor of terrorism!
3) We ask the UN for help in the liberation of Crimea from the aggressor!
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